OUTDOOR APPAREL

Complete Bee Suit - Kit

Bee Veil with Zipper

Round Bee Veil

This comfortable, lightweight bee suit is constructed of a 50% cotton-50% polyester
blend for strength and durability. Suit includes: Coveralls with elastic wrists and
ankles, Mesh Helmet, Attached Zipper Veil and Leather Bee Gloves (Sized from
Medium to 4xLarge.
BW5000 - Size M, L, XL, 2X
3X
4X
BW5001 Suit & Veil
Size M, L, XL, 2X
3X
4X

This bee veil with zipper features
seamless construction for great
visibility. Use with standard pith
helmet (FE6350) ordered
separately. (See page 16)

This round veil with drawstring
features seamless construction for
great visibility. Use with standard
pith helmet (FE6350), ordered
separately.

BW5051 Veil

BW5050
FE6350 Pith Helmet

Hive Tool

Honey Bandit 8 Oz.

Bee Smoker

Hive Tool 9 1/2" (24.13 cm), Strong
Spring Steel, Large hook on end for
Prying
HD5880EA

Clears supers faster and friendlier
that anything on the Market!

Our Pro-Bellow is a heavy-duty,
professional grade smoker bellow
that will stand up to years of use!
It features a high temperature
valve and replaceable bellow skin.
With improved airflow and easier
pumping, our Pro-Bellow smokes
the competition!

Leather Bee Gloves
Soft cowhide leather bee glove with sturdy
canvas upper. Canvas gauntlet extends
8.5" from wrist. Use as an extra pair, or
replacement, for your bee suit. Available in
size Medium to 2XLarge.
HW5000 - M, L, XL, 2X
HW5002 Canvas Bee Gloves
-L

DC1900EA

Wood Pellet Smoker Fuel
5 Lbs. Wood Pellet Smoker Fuel,
compressed wood pellets burn
clean.

HD5550EA

HD5520BX

Bug X 30 Insect Repellent with DEET:
Your insect repellent skin care solution.
This newly approved EPA registered
formula follows the suggestion from
CDC to reduce the amount of DEET
concentration in insect repellents. This
newly approved EPA formula allows the
DEET to be released in a more controlled
and measured manner, permitting longer
lasting performance once obtained only
by high concentrations of DEET. This new
water base formula is Non-Greasy, NonStaining, Low Odor & Water and Sweat
Resistant. Bug X 30 Insect Repellent with
DEET is effective for 7+ hours against:
Mosquitoes, ticks, chiggers, fleas, gnats,
red bugs, no-see-ums, sand fleas, biting
flies, deer flies, stable flies, and black flies.
RG6600EA
6

SPF 30+ Sunscreen
Pain Relief Pad

Passes new FDA
requirements for SPF30+
rating and is water resistant
and sweat proof. PABA
and oil free. Provides
UVA/UVB protection. Passes
Lineman’s GloveTesting,
Type 1 Class 2 ANSI/ASTM
D120. One quart (32 ounce)
pump dispenser with screwon hand pump.

These single use
packets contain a
benzocaine-saturated
pad that stops pain
fast. Highly
effective treatment
for stings from bees,
wasps, hornets, fire ants and other biting
and stinging insects. 25 pads per box.

RG2355BX

RG71435

32 Ounce Pump

